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Let B,,,f be the Bernstein polynomial of two variables, of degree (n. m), corre- 
sponding to a function f: S-r R, where S is the unit square [0, 11 x IO, 11. We 
demonstrate that, if all the partial derivatives off of the first r orders exist and are 
continuous in .S, then certain polynomials with integral coefficients, B2;-+‘“4f, con- 
verge to (a’/%v‘r~?y’-~)f both in the uniform and L,-norms. We define Bt,,-Y)*9f 
to be the polynomial (d’/dx4dy’-4)(B,,,f) with each coefficient replaced by its 
integral part. An estimate of the order of approximation is also obtained. 0 1989 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Let the function of two real variables f be given over the unit square 
s: [O, l] x [O, 1-j; 
then the Bernstein polynomial of two variables, of degree (n, m), corre- 
sponding to the function f, is defined by means of the formula 
where 
pi,.(z)= ; z’(1 -z)s-T 
0 
Obviously 
j=O 
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In [4] Butzer has given a more direct proof of a theorem of Kingsley 
[7], which states that, if all the partial derivatives off of order <r exist 
and are continuous in S, then 
(B’pxq ay’-qB, ,f) --) (ar/axq ayr-q)f=f$)‘-q 
uniformly in S, as n, m approach infinity in any manner whatsoever. 
The main purpose of this paper is to show the convergence of the poly- 
nomials with integral coefficients B,, m (q.‘pq).ef, to fELpq, both in the uniform 
and &-norms. 
With Kantorovic, we define Bt;-q”ef to be the polynomial 
(B~,-q’f)(x, Y)= [(~‘/a~” W”)(B,,,f)l(x, Y) 
=n(n-l)~~~(n-q+l)m(m-l)~~~(m-r+q+l) 
with each coefficient replaced by its integral part (see [4,6]). Throughout 
the following, the superscript “e” will denote a polynomial with integral 
coefficients in the above sense; and 11 .Ilp will denote the L,[S] norm 
(l<p<co). 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
LEMMA 1. Zf f is continuous in S and B,,, f is the Bernstein polynomial 
off, then 
I(B,,f)(x, y)-f(x, y)l < $Cw"'(f; np"2)+~(2)(f; m-1’2)l 
< 3w(f; n - ‘i2, m - ‘12), 
where w(‘)(f, 6) are the partial mod& of continuity of J i.e., 
o”‘(y, 6) = o(f, 6, 0) = sup sup If@,, Y)-f(x2, Y)l 
y lX-X21~6 
0’2’(f; 6) = o(f; 0,6) = sup sup If(4 Y,)-f(% Y2)l 
x bl - Y21 G 6 
and o(f, 6, E) is the complete modulus of continuity off: 
The proof follows simply by extending the proof of the one-dimensional 
Popoviciu theorem [9] to’ two dimensions and bearing in mind that the 
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complete modulus of continuity o(f; 6, E) of the function f is connected 
with its partial moduli of continuity o(S; 6,O) and w(f; 0, E) by the 
inequalities 
We now define the polynomial 
p-d+7 (n-q)! (m-r+q)! nqmr-q8(q.‘-q)f 
m! n, m 
and let BeAeq” ‘f be its corresponding polynomial with integral coef- 
ficients. 
LEMMA 2. Let f be a function such that its partial derivatives of the first 
r orders exist and are continuous in S. 
(a) If 1 <p< 00, then 
I/f”‘- -8(q.r-qy),efIlp~A+B+O((nm)-1’P), 4. r 4 6 m (1) 
where ,4=3~(ft’,~,; (n-q)p’/2, (m-r+q)-1’2), B=o(fg!-q; q/n, 
(r - 4)/m); 
(b) Ifp= CC and the numbers nqrn’~qn~~,._,,a;,~-,, f(ul, u2) are 
integers, where u1 is either zero or (n - q)/n and u2 is either zero or 
(m - r + q)/m, then 
11 f(I) _ 
Y. r Y 
_ p r-q), ‘f 11 
“, m ,<A+B+O((nm)-‘), 
where A and B are as in (a). 
Prooj By ((14) Lemma 2, [4]), we find that 
(qy,: - q)f)(x, Y) 
(2) 
= (B,-q,,-,+qf;!-q)(X, Y) 
“-q m--r+q 
+c c f t!-qtxik3 Yi/c)-f E!-, i k 
i=O k=O n-q’m-r+q )I 
XPi,n-q(X)Pk,m~r+q(Y), 
for some xik and y, satisfying 
i/n<xik<(i+q)/n and k/m<y,<(k+r-q)/m. 
In this expression, the first term represents the Bernstein polynomial in 
two variables corresponding to the function f gt- q. If we denote by 
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~(f:!-~; 6, E) the complete modulus of continuity of fKL--g, it follows 
that 
Subtracting f i!-, from both sides of the former inequality and by 
Lemma 1, we obtain 
Now, if we write 
Nx, Y) = (B$y)f )(x, y) - (B&yef )(x, y) 
it is clear that 
n-q m--r+q 
PkY)l G c c x’(l -x)“-‘J+(l -y)m-k, 
i=O k=O 
and (see [l]) 
lIDlIp = O((nm)-“p). (4) 
On the other hand, for 1 <p < co, 
[If(‘)- -8(9.‘--q),efIlp~Ilf(r)_ -p9,r-91 
9. r 9 n, m  9. r 9 n, m  f Ilp + IMP. (5) 
Now (1) follows from (3), (4), and (5). 
In the case that p=co, since (;)>n, (;)>m (l<i<n-f, 
1 <k<m- l), we have 
n-l m-l 
lD(X,,V)ld 1 1 Xi(l-x)“-‘yk(l--)m-k~(nm)-l (6) 
i=l k=l 
by the binomial theorem; in this case by means of inequality (5) and with 
the aid of (3) and (6), (2) follows. The proof is completed. 
Therefore, from the continuity off &‘I-, in S, the right-hand side in (1) 
and (2) approaches zero uniformly in x and y as n, m approach infinity. 
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3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let max(q, r-q) > 1, n, = min(n, m), and let f be a 
function such that its partial derivatives of the first r orders exist and are 
continuous in S. 
(a) rf 1 <p < co, then 
Ilfppq- B!$-4” ‘fII,<A+B+O(n;“‘P’), (7) 
where A and B are as in Lemma 2 and 
l(p)= ilp 
i 
if p=l 
if 26p<co. 
(b) If p = co and the numbers 
n!/(n - q)! m!/(m-r+q)! A iq f(u,,e) 
(x. n-9 cv, m-1) 
are integers, where u, is either zero or (n - q)/n and 1.4~ is either zero or 
(m - r + q)/m, then 
where A and B are as in Lemma 2. 
Proof Let us write 
(n-q)! Cm-r+q)! n4mr~q- 1 +h - 
I m! IlfiZ’ n. 
Now observe that, for 1 <p < co, 
(9) 
moreover, for the second sum we find 
Ihn,B~d-q)fI = O(n-‘) + O(m-‘). (10) 
Obviously, for 1 <p < co, 
IIf"' _ 9. r 4 
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Now substituting (9) in (1 l), and bearing in mind (3), (4), and (IO), (7) 
follows. 
For p = cc the proof proceeds exactly as above but using now inequality 
(6). This completes the proof. 
Remark. For the cases max(q, r-q) < 1, since 
u$yf)(x, Y) = @~yyf)(x, Y), 
(B:‘f’f)(x, Y) = @:y??f)(x~ Yh 
(B’O, “f)(X y) = (B’O, “f)(X y) > 9 
(B;y&Nx: Y) = (Bflf.)(x, Y), 
we get by Lemma 2 
Ilf”’ - 4. f- 4 -B (--q),efllp<A+B+O(n;2’q n. m (l<P<cfJ), 
and 
Ilf”’ - 4. r Y -B (Y’r~q),efIlp~A+B+O(n;2) n, m (p= 00). 
Now if we consider the Bernstein polynomial in two variables 
B*- 4, m _ r + ,fLyP q, corresponding to the function f Lt ~ y, we can establish 
in a similar way the following results: 
THEOREM 2. Let f be a function such that its partial derivatives of the 
first r orders exist and are continuous in S. 
(a) Zfl<p<co, then 
Ilf ~‘r-Y-B~_u.,~,+,f~~~qIIP~A+O((nm)~”P); 
(b) Zf p = CC and the numbers f r)‘p4(u1, u2) are integers, where ui is 
either zero or one, i = 1, 2, then 
Ilf~‘,-q-B~-q,,-,+qf~‘,~,lI,dA+O((nm)-’). 
In (a) and (b) A is as Lemma 2. 
Remark. The one-dimensional case and r = 0 were studied in uniform 
norms by L. V. Kantorovic [6] and in L, norms by E. Aparicio [ 1,2]. 
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